Abstract− Natural phenomenon's and swarms behavior are the warm area of research among the researchers. A large number of algorithms have been developed on the account of natural phenomenon's and swarms behavior. These algorithms have been implemented on the various computational problems for the sake of solutions and provided significant results than conventional methods but there is no such algorithm which can be applied for all of the computational problems. In 2009, a new algorithm was developed on the behalf of theory of gravity and was named gravitational search algorithm (GSA) for continuous optimization problems. In short span of time, GSA algorithm gain popularity among researchers and has been applied to large number of problems such as clustering, classification, parameter identification etc. This paper presents the compendious survey on the GSA algorithm and its applications as well as enlightens the applicability of GSA in data clustering & classification.
INTRODUCTION
Nature has always been a continuous source of inspiration for researchers and scientists. A large number of algorithms have been developed based on the natural process of evolution, laws, swarms behavior etc. Nature inspired algorithms are the latest state of art algorithms & works well with optimization problems as well as other problems than the classical methods because classical methods are inflexible in nature. It has been proved by many researchers that nature inspired algorithms are convenient to solve complex computational problems such as to optimize objective functions [1, 2] , pattern recognition [3, 4] , control functions [5, 6] , image processing [7, 8] , filter modeling [9, 10] , clustering [3] , classification [11] etc. In last one and half decade several nature inspired algorithms have been developed such as Particle swarm optimization (PSO), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Simulated Annealing (SA), Ant colony optimization (ACO), Artificial Bee colony (ABC) optimization, Big Bang Big Crunch (BB-BC) etc. These algorithms show better results than classical methods in terms of accuracy, convergence computational time etc. Kirkpatrick et al. [12] proposed simulated annealing algorithm based on the annealing process of metals and applied SA to solve many combinatorial optimization problems but SA suffered from convergence problem and trapped in local minima [13, 14] . In 1995, Kennady et al. [15] developed an algorithm based on the swarm behavior of birds & fish schooling and named it Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). This algorithm was applied to solve many optimizations such as function optimization [16] but this algorithm suffered with partial optimism and not works with scattering problems. In case of complex and complicated problems PSO algorithm suffered with optimal solution [17] . In 1975, John Holland [18] developed an algorithm based on the natural process of evaluation and called it genetic algorithm. Many optimization problems solved by with the help of genetic algorithm but it's suffered from parameter tuning problem due to complicated crossover & mutation operator and convergence speed [19] . ACO was developed by the Dorigo [20] in 1992 based on the behaviors of real world ants. This algorithm applied to solve many optimization problems such as TSP [21] , Graph Coloring [22] , Network Routing [23] etc. ACO algorithm is sometimes suffered from selection bias [24] and convergence [25, 26] problem. Devis Karbooga et al. [27] in 2006 proposed ABC algorithm based on the behavior of hooney Bees i.e. capabilities of Bees to find the food source for numerical optimization problems. Later on ABC algorithm has widely used to solve other problem such as multi-dimensional numeric problems [28] , real-parameter optimization [29, 30] , constrained numerical optimization problems [31] etc. Dervis Karaboga & Beyza Gorkemli et al. [8] provided comprehensive description about the ABC algorithm and its application in various fields as well as hybridization of ABC & its variants. There are some drawbacks of ABC algorithm such as it requires large number of objective function evaluations [32] , handling complex multimodal functions, functions with narrow curve valley, convergence slow down due to stochastic nature [30] and weak exploitation feature [33] . Osman K. Erol et al. [34] Copyright © 2014 MECS I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2014, 06, [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] in 2006 proposed a new algorithm Big Bang Big Crunch (BB-BC) based on the big bang theory (Theory of Evolution of Universe) for optimization problems. BB-BC algorithm is used to solve large numbers of optimization problems such as multi modal optimization problem [35] , multi-objective optimization problem [36] , clustering [37] etc. A brief description about the nature inspired algorithms has been given above that are used to solve the optimization problems but till date there does not exists any algorithm that can solve the entire optimization problems exactly. The gravitational search algorithm is the latest nature inspired algorithm proposed by E. Rashedi [38] to solve the optimization problems based on the Law of gravity. Many researchers has applied the gravitational search algorithm on large numbers of problems because it requires only two parameters and having ability to find near global optimum solution and provides better results as compare to other nature inspired algorithms. Figure 1 depicts the applications of the gravitational search algorithm in various domains. The objective of this paper is to provide comprehensive survey for the researchers which are doing research in the field of optimizing problems (gravitational search algorithm), swarm intelligence and nature inspired algorithms. The first objective of this paper is to find out the number of algorithms that are derived from the original GSA to solve the optimization problems as well as to find out the application of gravitational search algorithm in various domains such as pattern recognition, power system, data mining, classification & clustering and how many algorithms are proposed by using gravitational search algorithm plus other nature inspired techniques such as GA, PSO, SA etc. (Hybrid GSA). The second objective of this paper is to find out the significance of Gravitational algorithm in clustering and classification problems. In present time, large number of algorithms based on the behavior of swarms & natural processes are used to solve these problems and this paper also provides the comparisons of GSA with swarm based algorithms for clustering and classification problems.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the detail about GSA. Section III describes variants and modifications in GSA. The hybridization of GSA with other techniques is discussed in section IV. Section V and VI focus the application of GSA algorithm in clustering and classification. These sections are followed by conclusion of paper.
II. GRAVITATIONAL SEARCH ALGORITHM
The gravitational search algorithm is the latest nature inspired population based stochastic search algorithm which is widely used to solve the optimization problems. E. Rashedi [38] initially proposed gravitational search algorithm to solve the optimization problem particularly for non linear problems. The gravitational search algorithm is based on Newton's theory. Newton's law of gravity states that every particle attracts another particle by means of some gravitational force [39, 40] . The gravitational force between two particles is directly proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them [39] . In proposed algorithm particles considered as objects and their performance has evaluated with their masses. In GSA, each particle has associated with four specifications: particle position, its inertial mass, active gravitational mass and passive gravitational mass. The position of particles provides the solution of problem while fitness function is used to calculate the gravitational and inertial masses. Every population based algorithm has two capabilities: exploration and exploitation. This algorithm uses exploration capability at the beginning to avoid local optimum problem and after that exploitation. A time function named as Kbest particle/agent is used to attract other particles. The performance of GSA is improved by controlling exploration & exploitation. The value of Kbest function decreases with time linearly and at last only one agent will be there with heavy mass that represents final solution.
Step by step procedure of Gravitational Search Algorithm is given below:
• Identification of search space.
• Generate Initial population.
• Evaluate fitness function for each particle in population.
• Update the gravitational constant value.
 Calculate the total force in different direction (M) and Acceleration (a) by following equations:
, where ( ) ∑ ( )  Update the particle velocity and position. Velocity and position of particle is calculated by following equations:
 Stopping criteria (repeat until stopping criteria met).
The performance of the GSA is evaluated with PSO, RGA and CFO including twenty three benchmark functions such as uni-modal test function, multimodal test function etc. and GSA provides better result with most of the functions. But the proposed GSA algorithm solves the problems in continuous valued space. Large number of algorithms derived from gravitational search algorithm to solve different problems. The Figure 2 provides the percentage of algorithms (original GSA, GSA Variants & Hybridized GSA) that was derived from the gravitational search algorithm to solve the different problems till date as well as to improve the statistics of original GSA. 
III. GSA VARIANTS, COMPARISONS AND MODIFICATIONS
Initially, GSA was proposed to solve the continuous optimization problems but later on many researchers also applied GSA to solve other optimization problems such as binary optimization problems, combinatorial optimization problems etc and generate the successor of GSA. Esmat Rashedi [41] has developed the Binary version of the original GSA for binary optimization problems in which updating position means to switch between 0 and 1 rather than contiguous. Binary problems are represented in binary space rather than real space such as hypercube & compare the performance of BGSA using 23 minimization & 2 maximization benchmark function with GA and Binary PSO. BGSA provides remarkable result as compared to others algorithms. To explore the -near global optimum‖ GSA takes into account two parameters i.e. swarm size and gravitational coefficient which specifies the searching ability of GSA such as premature convergence, speed, capturing candidate solution, population exploration etc. To solve the multi objective problems Hamid Reza Hassanzadeh et al. [42] [45] has proposed a new GSA to reduced parametric sensitivity of Fuzzy based control system for optimal tuning. The proposed algorithm is constructed from original GSA by applying three modifications: define constraint regarding system, modify deprecation equation of gravitational constant and extended symmetrical method. The performance of algorithm evaluates with performance index and algorithm provides better performance with parametric variations of controlled process. To increase the searching ability of GSA and high convergence rate Nihan Kazak et al. [46] has developed a new version of GSA i.e. Modified GSA (MGSA). The proposed algorithm is based on the original GSA and concept of satellite agent. The performance of MGSA evaluates with three benchmark functions and compare with original GSA. The MGSA provides better result than GSA. To increases diversity of mass collection and avoid local minima Mohadeseh Soleimanpour moghadam & Hossein Nezamabadi pour [47] have proposed Improved QGSA which is a new version of QGSA. In improved QGSA the fitness function of QGSA has replaced by a new fitness function. The performance of IQGSA evaluated with seven minimization benchmark functions and compared with original GSA & QGSA in which IQGSA has given better results than others. To improve computational cost of original GSA Naji et al. [48] have developed a multi agent based GSA which is new version of GSA. In multi agent based GSA, operations have performed in parallel rather than sequential. The performance of multi agent based GSA evaluated using six bench mark functions and compared with original GSA. The multi agent based GSA (2.72 for 600 masses) provided better performance than original GSA (3.54 for 600 masses). The multi agent based GSA has ability to solve the optimization problems with non convex objective functions and improved sensitivity feature.
IV. GSA HYBRIDIZATION AND APPLICATIONS
The hybridization of an algorithm pretends the algorithm more powerful and enhances the capabilities of an algorithm. Due to hybridization, coverage area of algorithms exacerbates and it can wrap more problems. The GSA is also hybridizes with conventional and swarm based algorithms to enhance its capabilities. To solve permutation flow shop problem (PFSSP) Xiangtao Li [49] et al. has proposed -SIGSA‖ a new hybrid algorithm based on the GSA and SA. To design the proposed algorithm for PFSSP there were two challenges, firstly how to make GSA applicable for PFSSP and second trap in local minima problem. [50] has proposed a new hybrid algorithm PSOGSA which is based on the PSO and GSA for function optimization problems. The proposed algorithm is used the global best i.e. -gbest‖ concept of PSO in GSA to find out best current position among all current positions. The performance of PSOGSA evaluates with twenty three benchmarks functions and compares with Std. PSO & Std. GSA in which PSOGSA performs very well with most of functions as compare to Std.PSO & Std.GSA and provides faster convergence speed. To improve side lobe levels in concentric ring array A. Chatterjeeet et al. [51] has applied the GSA for synthesis of thinned scanned concentric ring array antenna. The performance of GSA evaluates with fitness value & computational time and compare with Modified PSO in which GSA provides better results than Modified PSO. The ability to solve the optimization problems with minimizes discrete time objective function Radu-Emil Precup et al. [52] has proposed a new version of GSA for tuning the fuzzy control systems. The new version of GSA is derived from the original GSA by modification in deprecation equation and adding constraint regarding system in original GSA. The proposed algorithm provides significant improvement in performance indices and covers large number of control plants but the algorithm could not promised global optimum and minimum sensitivity. To solve the partner selection problem with due date constraint Jianhua Xiao et al. [53] has proposed a new [52] . In novel adaptive gravitational search algorithm two deprecation laws are defined for gravitational coefficient which is derived from adaptive PSO. The adaptive GSA provides reduced time constant sensitivity with a new formulation of Takagi-Sugeno Proportional Integrated Fuzzy Controllers (T-S PI-FCs).
The back propagation algorithm for neural network sometime provides local minimum convergence rather than global minimum. So, to overcome local minimum convergence problem of back propagation in neural network Lucian-Ovidiu Fedorovici et al. [62] has applied GSA with back propagation to train the convolution neural network for OCR applications because GSA has ability to provided near global optimum solution and evaluated the performance of embedded GSA in convolution neural network with back propagation technique to classical back propagation algorithm. The embedded GSA provides better result as compares to classical BP in terms of convergence and recognitions rates. To determine the behavior of GSA with nonlinear problems S. Duman et al. [63] has applied the GSA algorithm to find the optimal solution for -reactive power dispatch problem‖. complexity, optimality and convergence in hybrid system identification Hamed Sadeghiet et al. [68] has proposed a new version of GSA based on GSA & idea of sparse optimization from the field of sparse signal recovery to identification of switched linear system from inputoutput data and parameter extraction for sub models. The proposed algorithm provides better performance. To enhance the global search strategy for path planning problem in UAV, LI Pei et al. [69] has applied the hybridize GSA plus PSO algorithm for this problem and compared the performance of proposed algorithm with original GSA & PSO in which proposed algorithm provides better performance than others. The application of GSA in clustering and classification discuss in separate section. Discussion: Lot of algorithms have been developed by the researcher based on the gravitational search algorithm to improve the capabilities of GSA, increases the coverage area of GSA, overcome the limitations of some existed algorithms etc. and compared the performance of GSA to others techniques such as PSO, GA, DE, BBO, ABC etc. in which GSA provided better performance than others. The Table 1 provide the year wise development in the field of gravitational search algorithm as well as the problems addressed by the GSA & GSA based algorithms with performance matrices. entities into disjoint clusters such that entities of each cluster are similar. Clustering techniques have been employed in many areas such as pattern recognition [3, 4] , information retrieval [70, 71] , data mining [72, 73] , and many more. Large number of nature inspired algorithms is applied on the data clustering problem such as ABC [11] , PSO [74] , KMH [75] , ACO [76] , K-means [77] , BB-BC [34] etc. There does not exists a single algorithm that is adequate to solve all of requisite for clustering problems due to diversity of clustering problems, different data type and intention of clustering. This paper also enlightens the application of GSA for data clustering problems. Abdolreza Hatamlou et al. [78] has proposed a gravitational search algorithm for data clustering applications and compared the performance of proposed algorithm with PSO, GA and K-means. Proposed algorithm provides the viable and robust result for data clustering as compares the PSO, GA and K-means using sum of intra cluster distance and standard deviation parameters. This algorithm provides the good searching ability to find global optimum but in the last iterations the performance of algorithm suffers due to slow searching speed. To improve the searching ability of GSA, Abdolreza Hatamlou and Salwani Abdullah et al. [79] have proposed a hybrid algorithm GSA-KM based on the GSA & K-means for clustering problem because k-means is simple and fast algorithm. The hybrid algorithm provides better performance in comparison of original GSA by two ways. First, the numbers of steps require for iteration & evaluate the objective function to find global optimum was reduced, its increased execution speed of hybrid algorithm. Second, due to the use of kmeans with GSA, a good candidate solution is generated for initial population so that near global optimum searched in more promising search space and provided a better quality solution as compared to original GSA. To reduce the slow convergence speed of GSA, Minghao Yin et al. [80] has proposed new algorithm IGSAKHM based on the IGSA and K-harmonic means for clustering problem. KHM is easily sucked in local optima but fast convergence speed as compare to GSA. On the other hand IGSA has ability to find near global optimum solution easily but suffered with slow convergence rate. The performance of IGSAKMH evaluates with F measure, run time, mean and standard deviation parameters and compares with KMH and PSOKMH in which IGSAKMH provides better performance with F measure, mean & standard deviation than others but execution time of IGSAKMH algorithm longer than the KMH. So, the application where run time is critical parameter, IGSAKMH will not work efficiently. To reduce convergence in local optima of K-Means algorithm, Abdolreza Hatamlou et al. [37] has proposed a new hybrid algorithm GSA-HS based on GSA and Heuristic search technique. In the proposed algorithm, initial population is generated by the GSA after that heuristic search technique is applied to exploration of population. The performance of GSA-HS evaluate with two parameters i.e. sum of intra cluster distance and center of corresponding cluster including four bench mark datasets and compare with K-Means & PSO in which GSA-HS provides better results than others. To improve the -fuzzy space partition‖ & identification of ‗premises parameter‖ Chaoshun Li et al. [56] has developed a new hybrid GSA based on hyper plane clustering algorithm (GSAHCA) for identification of T-S fuzzy model. The GSA is used to identify the consequence and premises parameters which are used to build T-S fuzzy model. The performance of GSAHCA evaluates with some non linear system using real system sampled data sets in which GSAHCA provides better performance. The GSAHCA also compares with FCRM for identify model accuracy in which GSAHCA provides better result than FCRM. Discussion: The study of the literature of GSA in clustering, it has been observed that five GSA based algorithms have been proposed to solve the clustering problems. These algorithms are GSA, GSA-KM, GSA-KMH, GSA-HS and PSOGSA. To evaluate the relatively performance of GSA and its variant to others techniques, a table is constructed using common datasets & parameters with help of literature [37, 78, 79, 80] and compares the GSA & its variants to other clustering techniques. The table 2 provides the comparisons between the GSA & its variants to other well known techniques that are used to solve the clustering problems. The performance of these techniques evaluate with five different dataset using sum of intra cluster distance & standard deviation parameters. These parameters deduce the efficiency of techniques in data clustering. Minimum value of parameters means better the efficiency of the technique. The GSA provides minimum sum of intra cluster distance with all five datasets as compares to KM, KMH, GA, SA, ACO, HBMO and PSO. To analyze standard deviation parameter, GSA has minimum value for Iris and CMC datasets while second minimum value for all other datasets. So, Table 2 states that GSA provides more accurate and significant result than other techniques except GSA variants. Table 2 also provides the comparisons of different GSA variants i.e. GSA, GSA-KM, GSA-KMH, GSA-HS and PSOGSA. From the table 2, it is conclude that GSA-KMH provides the minimum sum of intra clusters distance and GSA-HS provides almost zero value of standard deviation parameter. The quality of cluster depends on the minimum value of objects from its cluster centroid. So, minimum sum of intra cluster distance mean objects are tightly bound with cluster. From the Table 2 , it is observe that GSA-KMH is the best technique among all GSA variants and other nature inspired techniques for clustering problem.
VI. GSA IN CLASSIFICATION
Classification is the process of mapping the objects from input space to set of predefined classes and allocate the objects with one of class from set of predefined classes. There are many classification techniques that have been developed and applied on the datasets to classify the objects such as decision tree [81, 82] , Artificial neural network [9, 83] , ABC [11] , PSO [84] , Support vector machine [85] etc. Accuracy is the crucial parameter in the classification problems to test the performance of the classification techniques whether the classification techniques properly classified the instance of a datasets or not. Due to diversity in the classification problems there does not exists a single technique that has been applied on all of the classification problems. This paper enlightens the application of GSA in the classification and provided the comparisons of GSA to other techniques. Hossein Askari and Seyed-Hamid Zahiri [42] have proposed new algorithm based on GSA for classification problem and called it Intelligent GSA i.e. IGSA classifier. In IGSA fuzzy rule is used to modify the value of two parameters: swarm size define the number of object and gravitational coefficient of GSA. The performance of IGSA classifier compares with IPS classifier ( PSO based classifier), IGA classifier (GA) and DE based classifier (Differential Equation based classifier) with accuracy, minimum, maximum and average score of recognition including five datasets from UCI repository in which IGSA provides better performance. Abbas Bahrololoum et al. [86] has proposed a new prototype classifier based on GSA for classification problem and three different fitness function defined for this classifier to evaluate the one representative for each class. Three version of GSA classifier has been developed with the help of three fitness functions. The performance of newly build classifiers compare with PSO and ABC including 12 datasets that are taken from the UCI repository and average misclassification percentage error parameter. To improve the classification accuracy for binary problems, Soroor Sarafrazi et al [87] has proposed a new hybrid algorithm GSA-SVM based on GSA & SVM. The performance of proposed algorithm evaluates with accuracy (standard deviation, mean, minimum & maximum) parameter using five datasets from UCI repository and compares with PSO-SVM & PSO-GA in which GSA-SVM provides better performance than others. To overcome parameter setting problem in SVM & increase the accuracy of feature subset selection Soroor Sarafrazi and Hossein Nezamabadi-pour [85] has proposed a new hybrid algorithm GSA-SVM based on original GSA, Binary GSA & SVM for binary problems in which original GSA is used to setting the parameters of SVM and Binary GSA for feature subset selection. The performance of GSA evaluates with accuracy parameter (Mean & Standard Deviation) using eight well known binary datasets from UCI repository and compares with PSO and GA-SVM in which GSA-SVM predicts data more accurately than others.
Discussion: To the depth study of GSA in classification problem, it has been observed that there exist some common data sets on which GSA & its variants compare with other classification methods using some parameters and GSA & its variants provides better performance than others. Such datasets are Iris, wine, glass & cancer and performance of classification methods evaluate with misclassified instance, accuracy, rank parameters etc. Table 3 [66, 85, 86, 87] provides the comparisons of GSA & its variants (that are proposed for classification problems) with other techniques using above discussed common datasets with two parameters: accuracy & rank as well as some other methods also include such as ID3, J48, SVM, IBK etc. (11) 56 (14) 12 (1) 19 (5) 17 (4) 13 (2) (11) 53 (12) 55 (13) 55 (13) 56 (14) VII. CONCLUSION This paper presents the review of pervious research in the field of gravitational search algorithm, its variants; hybridize GSA and its applications. Table 1 provides the complete summary of GSA literature, modification in GSA and applications of GSA. From the table 1, it conclude that GSA is four years old but this field shows tremendous growth & quite popular between researchers and large number of problems solved by GSA such as RPDP, ED, OPF and many more mentioned in table 1. The figure 1 shows the percentage of hybrid algorithms and modification in GSA has been proposed by various authors in GSA literature. The modification and hybridization of GSA with other techniques provided better results in terms of computational time, convergence etc. The figure 3 provides the year wise development in the field of gravitational algorithms and number of publications in each year published with the help of GSA. From the figure 3, it's conclude that there is only one publication on GSA in year 2009 but in last two years large number of papers published using GSA that shows the wide popularity of GSA among researchers. The figure 4 categorizes the publications based on GSA in different domains. The figure 4 states that half of GSA publications related to computer science and computing filed that shows the GSA applicability and significance in computer science & computing field. The twenty four percent of GSA publications come from optimization & others field and very less publication from civil & mechanical field. From the figure 4 , it is conclude that GSA is widely used in computer science & computing field but a very less publications from civil & mechanical fields. Figure 4 exhibits that GSA is widely use in computer science & computing field but this field contains large number of subfields to pursue further research such as networks, security, ANN, pattern recognitions, clod computing, data mining etc. The figure 5 shows the applicability of GSA based publications in computer science & computing field. Figure 5 articulates that more than fifty percent publications of GSA in computer science & computing field belong to data mining domain. Data mining process defined by three terms i.e. classification, clustering and feature sub selection. The depth study of GSA shows that large number of The ability to find near global optimum solution makes the GSA differ from other nature inspired algorithms. But the GSA is also suffers from several problems such as computational time, convergence problem if initial population not generated well. But these problems of GSA removed by the hybridization of GSA. Another thing that must be point, there is no theoretical work on the computational time and convergence of GSA these work must be perform. In this review, it is notice that there are some other areas that are not touch by the GSA. Few of these are security application, analysis of time series data, applicability of the GSA in dynamic & uncertain environment, gene expressions, protein legend etc. 
